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Abstract 
The aim of this paper is, first, to give a unified framework for deriving several known projection methods for solving 
systems of linear equations. We shall show that all these methods follow from a unique minimization problem. The 
particular cases of the methods of steepest descent, Richardson and conjugate gradients will be treated in details. Then, 
projection acceleration procedures for accelerating the convergence of an arbitrary iterative method will also be proposed 
and discussed. 
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O. Introduction 
The aim of this paper is, first, to give a unified framework for deriving several known projection 
methods for solving arbitrary systems of linear equations. Usually, these methods are obtained by 
various approaches: projection on different planes, minimization of the next residual or, when the 
matrix of the system is symmetric and positive definite, minimization of a quadratic functional. We 
shall show that all these approaches follow, in fact, from a unique minimization problem based on 
a variational formulation of the solution of a system of linear equations with a symmetric positive 
definite matrix and that several projection methods, which are usually presented quite independently, 
can be derived from it. The particular cases of the methods of steepest descent, Richardson and 
conjugate gradients will be treated in details. As far as I know, the synthesis presented here is new. 
It clarifies the connections between the methods tudied and simplifies and unifies their presentation. 
Then, based on the previous ideas, projection acceleration procedures for accelerating the convergence 
o f  an arbitrary iterative method are proposed and studied. Finally, connections with the minimal 
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residual smoothing algorithm [43, 42] and the hybrid procedure [8] are discussed. More details 
could be found in [7]. 
1. Variational formulation 
Let X and Y be subspaces of an inner product space on N and M • X ~ Y a linear symmetric 
positive definite operator. It is well known (see, e.g. [11, 37]) that the solution x EX of the equation 
Mx = c, where c E Y, is also the unique vector minimizing the strictly convex quadratic functional 
J (y )  = ½(Y, My)  - (y,c) ,  
i.e., Vy~X, J (x )~ J (y ) .  Indeed, the gradient VJ(u) of J at the point u is the opposite of the residual 
r, V J (u )=Mu-c=-r ,  and V J (u )=0 if and only i f  u=x. Moreover, J (x )=-½(x ,  Mx)=-½(c ,M- l  c). 
Conversely, if x minimizes J over X, we have Vz E X , (Mx-  c , z )= 0. However, this relation does 
not always imply that x is the solution of Mx = c. Such a property depends on X and Y. It is true, 
in particular, if Y C_X (since, for z =Mx - c E Y C_X,(z,z) = 0 implies z = 0). 
Let now Mx = c be a system of linear equations with a symmetric positive definite matrix M. The 
idea of using the preceding variational approach for solving this system is due to Temple [45]. In 
that case, if Vz, (Mx-c ,z )=O then x is the solution of the system Mx=c.  Let u be an approximation 
of the solution x, z an arbitrary nonzero vector called the search direction or the direction o f  descent 
and 2 a parameter called the stepsize. 
Since M is symmetric, we have 
J (u  - 2z) =J(u)  + 2(z,r) + l,~2(z, Mz) (1) 
with r = c - Mu. 
The value of 2 minimizing J (u  - 2z) is given by 
2 = - (z ,  r)/(z, Mz). (2) 
It corresponds to a minimum since J is strictly convex and, for this value of 2, we have 
1 (z,r)  2 
J (u  - 2z) = J (u )  
2 (z, Mz)  
Thus, taking z such that (z,r)  ¢ 0 ensures a reduction in the value of J .  Formula (2) for 2 can be 
used even if the matrix M is arbitrary. However, in this case, the scalar product in the denominator 
can be zero. 
Setting y=u-2z  and p=c-My,  we see that (p ,z )=0.  We have p=r+2Mz and, so, i fMz  is 
collinear to r (i.e., Mz = c~r), we have p = 0 and y = x. Thus, since p is independent of e, the best 
choice for z is z =M-~r .  Since this choice is impossible in practice, we could take z = Cr where C 
is an approximation, in some sense, of M -~. Such a matrix C is called a preconditioner and some 
choices are discussed in [6]. 
We have 
(Mz)zTr  ( (Mz)zT ) 
p=r  -- I (z, Mz) j r=Pr ,  
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where P = I -  (Mz)zV/(z, Mz). It is easy to see that p2 = p which shows that p is the oblique 
projection of r on z ± along Mz. 
It is easy to see that J (u ) -  J (x )= l ( r ,M- l r )  and that Vz, J (y ) -  J (x )= ½(P,M-~p). 
Let us now examine in more detail the particular case where z = r. This choice for the direction 
of descent is called steepest descent since it corresponds to the direction of the gradient of J at the 
point u. It was first proposed by Temple [45] but it can be, in fact, traced back to Cauchy [10]. 
Using Kantorovich inequality [28, p. 83] 
(/),V) 2 (K-- K-l)  2 
(v, Mv) (v ,M_ lv )  >1 1 - ~c + K 1 ' 
where ~c = Ilmll' IIM 111 is the condition number of the matrix M and the norm is the /2-norm, we 
obtain 
(P,M-~P) (~; -  1) 2 
( r ,M_ l r )  ~ ~ < 1. 
This result shows the gain brought by the steepest descent. 
2. Solving linear systems 
Let us now apply this variational formulation to the solution of the system of linear equations 
Ax = b where A is an arbitrary nonsingular matrix. The case where A is symmetric positive definite 
will also be treated. 
For transforming an arbitrary system into an equivalent one with a symmetric positive definite 
matrix we shall consider the following possibilities: 
(i) Symmetric positive-definite case: Ax = b with A symmetric positive definite. 
(ii) Normal residuals: ATAx =AWb. 
(iii) Normal equations: AATx'= b with x = AVx '. 
(iv) Expanded system: We consider the system My = c with 
(0 an c 
M= A v 0 b 
where b' is an arbitrary vector and y = (x',x) v. The matrix M is symmetric but indefinite and the 
system is equivalent to Ax = b and AVx'= b'. Thus, the variational formulation can still be applied to 
this system, since the symmetry is the only property which is required in the scalar products, i.e., for 
writing (1) and obtaining the formula (2) for 2. It must be noticed that, in this case, the functional 
J is no longer convex and, thus, the sign of J(y) -J(x) can depend on y. However, the solution x 
of the system Mx = c is still the unique vector such that V J (x )= 0. An important practical point is 
that divisions by zero (that is breakdowns) could now occur since there is no guarantee that scalar 
products of the form (v, Mv) be nonzero for any nonzero vector v. 
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The preceding results will be used in two different ways 
• for constructing an iterative method of the form x~+l = Xn - 2,,z~, 
• for accelerating a given iterative method (x.) by y. = x. - 2nz.. 
The first strategy will be called a projection iterative method, while the second one will be called 
a projection acceleration procedure. Let us mention that, in the literature, what is usually called 
acceleration of a basic iterative method consists, in fact, of replacing the basic iterations by modified 
ones. For example, Richardson acceleration (or extrapolation) consists of replacing the basic iterations 
x.+l = Txn +c  by X.+l = 7.(Tx. +c)+ (1 -7 . )x . ,  see [46], or by more complicated ones [14, 32-34, 
36]. 
2.1. Projection iterative methods 
For solving the system Mx = c with M symmetric positive definite, we consider the iterative 
method 
with 
Xn+l ~Xn -- 2nZn, 
rn+l = rn + 2nMz~, 
(z. , r . )  
2.  - (3 )  
(z . ,Mz.)  
and r. = c - Mxn. 
The choice z. =-XYJ(x.)  = r. corresponds to the method of steepest descent introduced in [45]. 
This method always converges [11, Theorem 8.4.3, p. 189]. In that case, we have [[x~-x[[ ~< ]]rnl[/2min 
where 2min is the smallest eigenvalue of M and r. and r.+~ are orthogonal. The choice (z i ,Mz. )= 0 
for i=0, . . .  ,n -1  corresponds to the conjugate gradients method [27] which terminates in p iterations 
at most where p is the dimension of the system. When applied to the normal equations it is called 
CGNE [13], while it is called CGNR when applied to the normal residuals [27]; see [18] for a review 
and also [15]. The convergence behavior of these methods is discussed in [38] where it is shown 
that it is governed by the singular values of A. These choices will be discussed below. 
Our strategies give 
(i) Symmetric positive definite case: We take M=A and c = b and we have 
(z. , r . )  
x .+ l=x. -2 .z ,  with 2. - -  
(z.,Az.) 
and r. = b - Ax.. 
As explained in Section 1, this choice minimizes the norm (X.+l -x,A(x.+l -x ) )  and we have 
(z.,rn) 2 
I lX.+l - x l l ]  = IIx. - xll  (z . ,Az.) '  
where [[ull~ = (u, Au). Thus [IXn+l -xl IA <<. [ Ix. -  xlIA. The usual projection methods for symmetric 
positive definite systems are recovered; see, for e.g., [21]. When z. is one of the vectors of the 
canonical basis of •P, the Gauss-Seidel iterations are recovered for the cyclic choice, while Southwell 
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relaxation procedure [44] is obtained for the choice corresponding to the largest component (in 
absolute value) of r.. The method of steepest descent corresponds to the choice z. = r. while, in the 
method of conjugate gradients, the vectors z. are such that Vi ~ j , ( z i ,Az j )=  0. These two particular 
cases will be discussed below. 
(ii) Normal  residuals: We take M = ATA and c = AVb and we have 
(Az., r .)  
x .+ l=x. -2 .z ,  with 2 . -  
(Az., Az. ) 
and r,, = b - Ax..  
This choice minimizes (r.+l,r.+l). We have 
(r., Az. )z 
[[rn+l [[2 = [[rn[[2 (Az.,Az.)" 
If 0. denotes the angle between r. and Az.,  we have [[r.+~J[z = [[r.]]2sin20.. Thus, [[r.+,[] ~< [[r.[[ 
t t which shows that the convergence is monotone. Defining x. by x. = x. - z . ,  this projection it- 
erative method is equivalent o applying the minimal residual smoothing (MRS) procedure [43, 
42] to the sequence (x~.). If z. = r., we obtain the Richardson iterative method [41] which is 
equivalent o applying the method of steepest descent o the normal residuals since, in that case, 
2n = --(Zn, ATb -ATAxn )/(Zn, A~Az. )= - (Az . ,  r . ) / (Az. ,  Azn). If Zn = C.r.  for some matrix C., the method 
can be considered as a preconditioned Richardson method [40, pp. 38ff]. Such a choice is discussed 
in detail in [6]. 
(iii) Normal  equations: We take M=AA T and c=b.  Since u is now an approximation of the 
solution x' of the system AATx ' = b, we shall assume that our iterative method produces iterates (x'.) 
that are approximations of x'. We have 
' ' 2.z., (4) Xn+ 1 ~-  X n - -  
with 
(z.,r') (z.,r'.) 
An - -  
(z.,Mz.) (ATZn,ATZn) 
t T t and G = b - AATx'.. Multiplying both sides of (4) by A T and setting x. -- A x. and r. = b - Ax. = 
b -  AATx~. = r~, we obtain 
(z . , r . )  
Xn+l = X. -- 2.ATZn with 2. = 
(ATz.,ATz.)" 
Thus, the usual projection methods for systems with an arbitrary matrix are recovered [21]. This 
choice minimizes (x.+l -x ,x.+l  -x )  and, since (ATz.,xn+I - -X )= 0, we have 
( z., r. )2 
] Ix.+, - -  xl] 2 ---- ]]xn - -  x[[ 2 (ATzn,ATzn). 
Since ( z . , rn )= (ATz . ,x - -x . ) ,  we have 
I Ix°+,  - x l l  2 = I Ix. - x l l  2 s in  2 
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where q). is the angle between the vectors ATz. and x -x .  and, thus, IIx.+l -x l l  <<. [Ix. -x[[. For the 
choice Zn = In, this method can be considered as an extension of the method of steepest descent o 
an arbitrary matrix. 
Several choices for the directions of descent have been studied in the literature. 
(a) Gastinel method: It consists of taking for z. a vector such that (z., r . )=  ~o(r.) where (p(r.) des- 
ignates an arbitrary norm of the vector r.. This method, due to Gastinel [19, 20], always converges. 
If ~o is the /l-norm, then z. is the vector whose components are the signs of the corresponding 
component of r.. If ~o is the /2-norm, then z .=r . / ( r . , r . )  1/2. If ~o is the /o~-norm, the ith component 
of z. is 0 if i ¢ k and, for i = k, equal to the sign of the kth component of r. where k is the 
smallest index such that the absolute value of the kth component of r. is equal to [[r.H~. This last 
choice is similar to the choice made in Southwell relaxation method [44]. 
(b) Kaczmarz  method: Let k be defined by n + 1 = k (mod p). We shall take zn = ek, the kth 
vector of the canonical basis of NP. This method is similar to Gastinel's for the /M-norm, the only 
difference being that, now, the vectors ek are taken in a cyclic order. This method is due to Kaczmarz 
[31]. Kaczmarz method for solving Ax = b coincides with the Gauss-Seidel iteration for the normal 
equations [24, Lemma 8.2.1, p. 211]. Let us also quote Cimmino method [12] which is the same as 
Kaczmarz's except hat 2. is replaced by 22.. 
Defining x'. by x'. = x. - z . ,  the projection iterative method is equivalent to applying the MRS to 
the sequence (X'n) but with a choice of 2. minimizing the error Xn+l - x instead of the residual r.+~ 
as proposed in [43, 42]. However, it must be noticed that such a method requires using A T. 
(iv) Expanded system: Let us set 
•= x "5.= z. -~ = r .=o-Ax .  
\ x.  / ' z. ' r. b - Ax.  " 
It must be noticed that 
Mzn = T ~ 




r(Y.+l) -- r(Y.) + 2.M2~.. 
It follows that (~. ,M5.)= 2(z'. ,Az.).  Moreover, since ~. must be replaced by r (2.)  in the relations 
(1) and (2), we have 
(~., r(z.)) (r.,z.') + (r.',z.) 
2. -- (~.,M~2.) 2(z' . ,Az.) ' (5) 
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and the method becomes 
' ' - ,~ .z ' . ,  Xn+l  ~Xn - -  ~nZn~ Xn+ 1 ~X n 
r.+, = r. + 2.Az., r'+~ ---- r'~ + 2.ATz'.. 
The fact that M is indefinite and, as explained above, that the sign of J (y ) - J (x )  can depend on y 
explains why no monotony result can be proved in this case. Indeed, oscillations in the convergence 
behavior of the method are frequently observed as, e.g., in the biconjugate gradient algorithm [17] 
that will be discussed below. 
Let us mention that the relations existing between the preceding methods can also be explained 
as a change in the norm used [23]. 
We shall now discuss several choices for the directions of descent. 
2.1.1. Method of  conjuyate directions 
As explained in [22, pp. 516-517], the gain of the method of steepest descent (i.e., when z.--rn) 
can be arbitrarily small if the condition number of the matrix M is large. In order to avoid this 
drawback, we shall now study another choice for the vectors zn keeping in mind that zn must not 
be orthogonal to rn. We shall mostly follow [22, pp. 518ff]. We consider the n + 1 vectors z0 . . . . .  z. 
and we shall look for xn+l = Xn -- 2Z. solving the (n + 1 )-dimensional minimization problem 
min J (y).  
y E span(z0,...,z,,) 
Let Zn = [Z0,...,Z.-I] be the matrix with columns z0,. . . ,z.- l .  Thus, y has the form y = Z.w - ~z. 
with w E ~" and ~ E ~, and we have 
J (y  ) = J(  Z.w ) - o~(Znw, mzn ) -k- l o~2(zn, mzn ) -k- O~(Zn, C ). 
Thus, the (n + 1)-dimensional minimization problem is made more complicated by the term 
~(Z.w, Mz.). Without it, the problem splits into a minimization over the range of Z. whose 
solution x. is already known, and a minimization over the scalar ~. Thus, we have in this case 
[is (z. ,mz.) + min J (y)  = minJ(Znw) + min i z ~(z.,c)] 
y ~ span(zo....,z,,) ~4o 
Thus, the best ~ is given by ~. =-(z . ,c ) / (z . ,Mz. ) .  But, since x. E span(zo .. . .  ,z._~ ), it follows that 
x. = Z.w and (z.,Mx.) = (z.,MZ.w) = (Mz.,Z.w) = 0. Thus, 
(z.,r.) 
O~ n - -  
(z.,Mzn) 
which shows that ~. coincides with 2. given by (3). 
The condition Vw E ~",(Z.w, Mz . )= 0 is equivalent to 
(zi, Mz.) = 0 for i = 0 .. . .  , n - 1 
which shows that the vectors zi must be M-conjugate. Since M is symmetric positive definite, it 
follows that Vi ¢ j, (zi, Mzj) = 0 and Vi, (zi, Mzi) > 0 if zi ¢ O. 
We must now check if it is possible to find a vector Zn, M-conjugate to z0 .. . .  ,z._~, such that 
(z.,Mz.) ¢ 0 and (Zn, r.) ¢ O. Assume that z0 . . . . .  z._l are such that Vi¢  j, (zi,Mzj)=O. Since x.=Z.w 
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then Vz,(z,r,) = (z,c) - (Mz, Z,w). If, for all z M-conjugate to z0,...,z,,_l, we have (z,r,) = 0 it 
follows that (z, c )= 0 which means that c E span(Mz0,...,  Mz,_l). This condition implies that M-~c = 
x E span(z0,..., z _~ ) and thus, thanks to the minimization property of  xn over span(z0 . . . .  , z,_ ~ ), we 
have x, =x  and r, = 0. Hence, if  r, ¢ 0, we can find a nonzero vector z, (and thus (z,,Mz,) ¢ O) 
which is M-conjugate to z0 . . . . .  zn_l and satisfies (z,,r,) ~ O. Moreover, since nonzero conjugate 
vectors are linearly independent, we have the 
Property 1. 3n <. p (the dimension of  the system) such that x, : x and rn = O. 
Such a procedure is called method of  conjugate directions, see [26, p. 108ff]. Let us study some 
of  its properties in more detail. We have 
Property 2. Vn > O, (zg, r , )  = 0 for i -- O, . . . ,n - 1. 
Proof.  (zo, r l )=  (z0 , r0)+ 2o(zo, Mzo)= 0 by definition of  20. Let us assume that (zi, r , )=  0 for 
i=  0 . . . . .  n -  1. We have 
(zi, r,+l ) = (zi, r,) + 2,(zi, Mz,). 
For i = 0 , . . . ,  n -  1, the first term on the right-hand side is zero by the induction assumption and 
the second one also by the M-conjugacy of  the vectors z~. So, (z~,rn+l)= 0 for i = 0 , . . . ,n -  1 and 
(Zn, rn+l )= 0 by definition of  2,. [] 
Let us now assume that z0 = r0 and that Vn >~ 1,z, - rn E span(r0,. . . , r ,_~) and zn 7~ 0. Then, 
from Property 2, (zo, r , )=  0 and thus (ro, r , )=  0. Let us proceed by induction and assume that 
(r0, r , )  . . . . .  (ri, r , )  = 0 for i ~< n - 2. From Property 2, (Z~+l, rn) = 0 = (aoro + ' . .  + airg + r~+~, r ) = 0 
and, by the induction assumption, it follows that (rg+~, rn )= 0. If  z, =0 then r, is a linear combination 
of  r0 . . . .  , r,_ 1. Since rg+~ = r~ + 2iMzg, it follows that Vi, ri - r0 E span(Mz0 . . . .  , Mzi_ 1 ). So z, = 0 implies 
that Mz,_l is a linear combination of  MZo,...,Mzn-2. Thus, (Zn-l ,MZ,- l )= 0 which is impossible 
since the condition (z,_ ~, Mzn-l) ~ 0 is required for computing r,. Thus zn 7~ 0. Since i 7~ n, one of  
the indexes is always greater than the other one and, so, we proved the 
Property 3. I f  Zo = ro and if, Vn >>- 1, z, - r, E span(r0,. . . ,  rn-1 ), then Vn >~ 1 and Vi :fi n, ( ri, rn) = O. 
We also have the 
Property 4. Under the assumptions of  Property 3, we have Vn >~ 2, (Mzi, r , )=  (Mzi,Mzn)= 0 for 
i=0 , . . . ,n -2 .  
Proof.  Mzi=(ri+l-ri)12i. Thus, from Property 3, (ri+~-rg, rn)=(Mzg, r,)=O for i=0  . . . . .  n -2  >~ 0. 
Thus, it follows (Mz~,Mz,) = (Mzi ,  rn+l - rn)/J,n = 0 for i = 0, . . .  ,n -- 2. [] 
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This property also shows that the condition (z., r.)  # 0 is satisfied unless r. = 0. We also have 
2. <0.  
2.1.2. Method of  conjugate 9radients 
The method of conjugate directions contains the main ingredients of the method of conjugate gradi- 
ents that will now be discussed. The vectors z. can be computed by various recurrence relationships. 
For example, we can set 
z. = r. +/3.z._1, n = 1,2, . . . ,  with z0 = r0 
and choose /3. so that the conjugacy property is satisfied. We have 
(Mzi, z. ) = (Mzi, r. ) +/3. (Mzi, z._ 1 ). ( 6 ) 
For n = 1, we obtain 
(mzo, zl ) = (mzo, rl ) +/31 (Mzo, Zo ). 
Thus, taking /3l = -(Mzo, rl)/(zo, Mzo), we have (Mzo, zl ) = 0. Assuming that (Mzi,z._l)  = 0 for 
i = 0 . . . . .  n -  2 and using Property 4, the relation (6) shows that (Mzi, Zn)= 0 for i = 0 . . . . .  n -  2. 
For i=n- l ,  wehave  
(MZo- l ,2n) = (mz._l ,  rn) +/3 . (mzn- l ,Zn- I  ). 
Thus, (Mz._ l, z.) = 0 if we take 
(mz._ l , r . )  
/3" -- (z._l ,MZ._l)" (7) 
Another expression for /3n can be obtained. We have 
(Mzn- , , rn)= 2~_l(rn - r~- l , rn)= 2~_l(r . ,r . )  
by Property 3. But Z._l = (z. - r.)//3, and thus 
1 1 1 
(mzn_ l ,Z . _ l )  = ~n(mZn_l,Zn -- In) = -~Tn(mzn- l , rn )  -- /3.~n_---'--Tl(rn, rn). 
Replacing 2n-i by its expression, it follows 
(r.,r.) 
/3n = "(rn_l,rn_l )" 
Thus, we finally obtain the following algorithm 
Zo ---- ro = c - Mxo, 
X.+ 1 ~ X n -- ~nZn 
r.+l = rn + 2.Mz., 
z~+l = r.+l +/3~+lz. 
with 2. = - ( r . ,  rn)/(z., Mz.), 
with /3.+1 = (r.+l,rn+l)/(r.,rn). 
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This method is the conjugate gradient algorithm [27]; see [26] for a detailed discussion. If A is 
symmetric and positive definite, we can take M=A and c=b.  
Let us apply the conjugate gradient algorithm to the normal residuals. We have M = ATA, r'. = 
ATb-ATAx~ =ATrn with r~ =b-Axn .  Thus, we obtain the following algorithm starting from z0 =ATr0: 
Xn+ 1 -~-X  n - -  ~nZn 
r.+l = rn + 2.Az. ,  
Zn+ 1 = ATrn+l q-~n+lZn 
with 2.=- - (ATr . ,ATrn) / (Az . ,Azn) ,  
with fln+l ---- (ATrn+l,ATrn+l)/(ATrn,ATrn). 
This algorithm, which is now called CGNR, was proposed in [27]; see also [16, p. 403]. Each iteration 
needs the computation of two matrix-by-vector products. It is mathematically equivalent to the LSQR 
[39] which possesses more favorable numerical properties. 
Let us now apply the conjugate gradient algorithm to the normal equations AATx ' =b with x=ATx '. 
Setting x~ = ATx'~, rn = b - Axn = b - AATx'n = r'n and Pn = ATz~, we obtain, starting from P0 = ATro 
X.+l = x~ -- 2np. with 2. = - ( r . , r . ) / (p . ,  p . ) ,  
r.+~ = rn + 2.Apn, 
P.+I =ATr.+1 +fl .+lP.  with fl.+l =(r .+l , r .+ l ) / ( r . , rn) .  
This algorithm, which is called CGNE, is essentially due to Craig [13]. It can be found in that exact 
form in [16, p. 405]. Each iteration eeds two matrix-by-vector p oducts. 
These two algorithms can never break down. However, they can suffer from near-breakdowns. 
Their convergence factor now depends on the condition umber of the matrix AA T instead of that of 
A. However, there are particular cases where solving the normal equations or the normal residuals 
is optimal; see [18] for a review and the corresponding references. 
Let us now apply the conjugate gradient algorithm to the expanded system 
(;) 
Since the dimension of this system is 2p, the number of iterations will be roughly doubled. In order 
to avoid this drawback, let us have a closer look at the conjugate gradient algorithm. As before, we 
set 
(,) (,) Cr,n -, (:) ~ = x. ~ = z. -~.= =o-ax  n r (• )=c-m•= rn 
Xn ' Zn ' \ rn = b - Axn r 
Again, it follows that (~.,M~.)= 2(z' . ,Az.).  Moreover, ~. must be replaced by r(~.) in the relations 
(1) and (2), and (5) holds. In the proof of Property 2, ~. has to be replaced by r(Y.) and thus we 
now have 
( z ; , r . )+(z i ,  r~)=O for i=0 , . . . ,n -1 .  
Similarly, the conjugacy property becomes 
(z[ ,Az. )  + (zi,ATz~) = 0 for i = 0 . . . . .  n -- 1. 
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Property 3 is now (~i,r(Y.))= 0 for i=  0 , . . . ,n -  1, i.e., 
( r ; , r . )+( rg ,  r~.)=O for i - -0  . . . . .  n -  1. 
Similarly, Property 4 becomes 
(z~,Ar.) + (zi,ATr'~) = 0 for i = 0, . . . ,n -- 2. 
It can be proved by induction (see [7] for details) that it holds 
Property 5. (Azi,z~) = (z i ,  r~)  : ( z : , r j )  ~-- ( r : , r j )  = 0,Vi # j and (Ar.,z~) : (r'~,Az~) = O, fo r  i = 0 , . . . ,  
n - 2 >10. Moreover, 3n ~ p such that x. = x, r. = 0 and x~. = x', r~ = O. 
Families of vectors satisfying orthogonality relations for all i ~ j are said to be biorthogonal with 
respect o the corresponding inner product [4]. 
Let us give other expressions for 2. and fl.+~. We have 
I l I 1 I 
(Az.,  r.+l) = ~. (r.+! - rn, r.+, ) = -:-(r.+l, r.+l ) . ~  
l ! ! But z. = (z.+ l - Q+l)/fl.+l and thus 
1 
Zo = ro = b - Axo, 
Xn+ 1 : Xn - -  .~nZ., 
r.+l = r. + 2.Az. ,  
Zn+ 1 ~ rn+ 1 -~- ~n+lZn,  
I 1 / 
Zn+ 1 ~ r .+  1 -~ ~n+lZn .
(Az.,z' .)  ~1+, (Az.,z'.+, , _ _1  , =- -  - r .+ l ) -  fln+l(Az.,r~+l) - 2.f l .+l(r .+l,r .+l)  • 
Replacing 2. by its expression gives fl.+l = (r.+~,r~+l)/(r.,r~) since ( z l . , r . )=  (r ' , r . ) .  Using this 
relation into the expression of 2. gives 2. - - - ( r ' ,  r . ) / (z ' . ,Az') .  
Thus, the conjugate gradient algorithm applied to the expanded system leads to the following 
algorithm: 
z0=r0. 
2. = - ( r~,r . ) / (z ' . ,Az . ) ,  
r•+, = r; + ; .a  vz;, 
= ( r .+, .  ) / ( r . .  
This algorithm is the biconjugate gradient algorithm (BCG) due to Fletcher [17]. It is also called 
Lanczos/Orthomin [47]; see also [30]. It is essentially identical to the complete algorithm for mini- 
mized iterations given in [35]. The vectors computed by Lanczos' algorithm are related to ours by 
r. = a.p. , r ' .  = a .p~,z .  = a.qn,Z~ = a.q~ where a. is such that a.+l/a. = -(r . , r '~)/(z~,Az.) .  
It must be noticed that, unless the solution x' of the system AVx ' = b' is needed, the vector r~ can 
be arbitrarily chosen except that it must not be orthogonal to r0. If the solution of this system is 
' -ATx~o and perform the iterations ' -- ' ' also wanted, then we must choose x0, set r~ = b' x.+ 1  x. - 2.z.. 
An algorithm, inspired by the BCG and where Z.+l is computed from z. and z' and where z'.+ 1 is 
obtained from z.+l and z'., is given in [2]. 
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The vectors z~ appearing in the conjugate gradient algorithm can also be computed by other 
recurrence relationships. We have z. --r. +/~.z._ 1. But r. = rn+l - 2.Mz. .  Thus, z. =r.+~ - 2nMzn + ~.z._  ~. 
Replacing rn+l by z.+l -/~n+lz. leads to 
z,+l = (1 +/~.+l)z. + 2nMz. - f l .zn-l. (8) 
It is possible to give expressions for /~n and 2. which do not involve the residual vectors. Let us 
first remark that if z. is replaced by c.z. where cn is an arbitrary nonzero number, then the formulae 
x.+~ =x. -  2.z. and r.+~ =rn + 2.Mzn remain unchanged if 2n is computed by (3). The same is true 
for the relation (8) if/ /n is computed by (7). Thus, in these two relations, z. can be replaced by 
c.z. which means that the relation (8) can be replaced by the simpler one 
z.+l = Mz.  - a.+lZ. - bn+lZn_ l  • 
We have 
(z/, Mz.+l ) = (Mzi, Mz . )  - a.+l (z/, Mz. )  - bn+l (zi, Mz._  1 ). 
The second term on the right-hand side is zero for i=  0, . . . ,  n -  1 and the third one for i=  0, . . . ,  n - 2 
by the conjugacy property. The first term is zero for i = 0,. . .  ,n -  2 by the symmetry of M and 
Property 4. Thus, (z i ,Mz.+~)=0 for i=0  . . . . .  n -2 .  Imposing also this quantity to be zero for i=n-  1 
and i = n leads to 
an+l = (Mz.,  Mz.  )/(z.,  Mz.  ) 
b.+l = (Mz ._ l ,Mz .  ) / ( z . _ l ,Mz ._ l  ). 
I f  A is symmetric and positive definite, these relations can be used with M = A and c = b. I f  not, 
they can be used on the normal equations or on the normal residuals. In both cases, they lead to 
the same recurrence relationship 
z.+l = (1 + fl.+l)Z. + 2nATAz. - f l .z.-1, 
where 2. and/~, are given by their expressions in the CGNR or in the CGNE, respectively (in this last 
case, z. has to be replaced by p.).  When applied to the expanded system, this algorithm is known 
as Lanczos/Orthodir [47]; see also [30]. 
The auxiliary vectors z. can also be eliminated from the whole process and we obtain the recur- 
rence relationships 
r.+~ = (1 + 7n)r. + 2.Mr.  - 7.r.- i  
x.+l = (1 + 7.)x. - 2.r. - 7.x.-i  
with 7. = 2./~./2._~. Indeed r.+l = rn + 2.Mz. .  But Mzn =Mr .  + ~,,Mz._l and thus r.+l = r. + 2.Mr.  + 
2. f l .Mz._ ~. Now, Mz._  ~ = (r. - r . _  ~ )/2._ 1 and it follows r.+~ =(  1 + 2. ft.~2._ ~ )r. + 2.Mr.  -2n  ft.~2._ ~r~_ 
which is the preceding relation. In this algorithm, the direction vectors z. are no longer needed. Thus, 
since the expression of  2. still involved them, it has to be modified. First, we write the relation (9) 
as 
r.+l = 2. (Mr.  + ~.r. + z.r ._ l  ). (9) 
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Using Property 3, we have 
(r._l ,r.+l) = 2. [(r ._ l ,mr.)  + z.(rn_l,r._l)] = O, 
(r.,r.+l ) = 2. [(r. ,Mr.) + ~.(r.,r.)] = O. 
These two relations give ~. and T.. Moreover, from (9), we have 2.(~. + %)= 1 and, thus, the three 
coefficients of (9) are obtained without using the direction vectors. If A is symmetric and positive 
definite, these relations can be used with M = A and c--= b. If not, they can be used on the normal 
equations or on the normal residuals. In both cases, they lead to the same recurrence relationship 
r.+l = 2. (AATr. + ~.r. + z.r._l)  , 
where 2., ~. and z. are computed as above with M = ATA in the case of the normal residuals and 
M = ATA for the normal equations. When applied to the expanded system, this algorithm is known 
as Lanczos/Orthores [47]; see also [30]. 
Other related algorithms can be found in [26, 25]. A derivation of all the possible algorithms, 
based on orthogonal polynomials, is given in [9]. These algorithms are discussed in detail in [3]. 
Complex systems can be treated similarly; see, e.g., [29]. 
2.2. Projection acceleration procedures 
Let now (x.) be a sequence of iterates obtained by an arbitrary iterative method and let (Zn) be 
a sequence of arbitrary nonzero vectors. We shall define a new sequence (Yn) of iterates by 
y. = Xn - -  2nZn, 




(zn, Mz.)  
where r. = c - Mxn and pn = c - My. .  
The choice z. =-V J (x . )  = r. can be considered as a steepest descent acceleration while a choice 
of z. such that Vn i> 1,(z. ,Mzg)= 0 for i = 0 . . . . .  n -  1 is a conjugate gradient acceleration. 
Let us now have a look at the various preceding possibilities. 
(i) Symmetric positive definite case: We have 
(z.,ro) 
y .=x. -2 .z ,  with 2 . -  
(z. ,Az.)  
and r. = b -  Ax.. As explained in Section 2, this choice minimizes the norm (y . -  x ,A (y . -  x))  and 
we have 
( z . , r . )  2 
I ly° - xll  = I lx. - xll  (z.,Az.)' 
where []ul[ 2 = (u, Au). Thus I]y. -xl[A <<. [Ix. -xl[a. When z. = rn, this procedure can be considered 
as a steepest descent acceleration. 
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(ii) Normal residuals: With M = ATA and c = ATb, we have 
y .=x. -2 .z ,  with 2 .= 
(z.,ATb - A-tAx.) (Az., rn) 
m 
(z.,ATAz.) (Az. ,Az.)  
and r. = b -Axe .  This choice of 2. minimizes (p . ,p . )  where now p. = b -Ay . .  We have 
p. = r. + 2nAz., 
IIp, II 2 = IIr.II 2 
(r.,Az.)2 
(Az., Az. ) 
- IIr.II 2 s in  2 0n, 
where 0. is the angle between the vectors rn and Azn. Thus, obviously, ]]P.]l ~< Ilrnl] • Defining x'. 
by x' n = x. -zn,  this projection acceleration procedure is equivalent o applying the hybrid procedure 
introduced in [8] to the sequences (x.) and (x'.). Acceleration results can be found in [1]. In particular, 
we have the 
Property 6. I f30  ¢ ~/2 such that l im.~ 0 .=0.  then l im.~ IlPnll/llrnll=l sin0 l<  1. A necessary 
and sufficient condition that l im._~ ]]p.H/llrnU = 0 is that (0.) tends to 0 or ~ when n tends to 
infinity. 
When z. = r., we obtain the Richardson acceleration procedure which is equivalent o applying 
the steepest descent acceleration to the normal residuals. An optimal choice (in some sense) for z. 
is given in [6] where acceleration results can also be found. 
Extensions of the hybrid procedure are discussed in [5]. 
(iii) Normal equations: We have M=AA T and c=b.  Since u is now an approximation of the 
solution x' of  the system AATx ' = b, we shall assume that our iterative method produces iterates (x'.) 
that are approximations of x'. We shall denote by Y'n the corresponding iterates of the projection 
acceleration procedure. We have y'. = x ' . -  2.z. with 
,~, _ ( z . ,  r ' )  _ ( z . ,  r ' )  
(z . ,Mz.)  (ATz.,ATzn) 
T t T / and r.-' --b-AATxtn. Multiplying both sides by A T and setting xn =A xn, y. =A y. and r. = b - Ax. = 
b -  AATx'. = r'n, we obtain 
y. =x .  - 2.AVz. with 2. = (zn, rn) 
(ASzn,ATz.)" 
This choice minimizes (Yn-  x, y. -x ) .  We have 
(Zn, rn )2 
]]y. - xl] 2 = ]ix. - xll 2 (ATz.,ATz.) •
Since (z., i-.) = (ATz., x -- xn), we have 
[ ly° - x l l  2 = [Ix. - ~[[2 s in  2 ~o° 
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where ~o. is the angle between the vectors AVz. and x -x .  and, thus, Ily. -x!l Plx. -xll. We 
obviously have the 
Property 7. I f  3q~ ¢ re~2 such that l imn~ ~0. = ~p, then l im.~ I l Yn  - -  x l l / l l x .  - -  xll : I sin ~o I < 1. 
A necessary and sufficient condition that lim._.~ I l Y .  - xll/llx  - xll - -  0 is that (~On) tends to 0 or 
n when n tends to infinity. 
For the choice z. =r. ,  this procedure can be considered as an extension of the steepest descent 
acceleration to an arbitrary matrix. 
Defining x' n by x'n = x~ -z . ,  the projection acceleration procedure is equivalent to applying the 
hybrid procedure to the sequences (x.) and (x'.) but with a choice of 2. minimizing the error y. -x  
instead of the residual p. as proposed in [8]. However, it must be noticed that such a procedure 
needs using A T . 
(iv) Expanded system: As in the case of the projection iterative method applied to the expanded 
system, we still have 
(r.,z'.) + (r~,z,,) 
2(z~,Az.) 
and the projection acceleration procedure becomes 
Yn = x. - 2.z., y'. = x' n - 2.z;, 
, 2nATZ'n. p.----r. + 2.Az., p 'n=r.  + 
It must be noticed that these acceleration procedures need an additional matrix-by-vector p oduct 
at each iteration. Such a remark must be taken into account when estimating the gain. 
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